
Topic Idea: Cryptography

Our next topic is something called Cryptography, the
mathematics of making and breaking Codes!

Definition (Topic Idea: Cryptography)

In the most general sense, Cryptography is the mathematical
ideas behind changing a message that is written plainly in some
language (usually English) to make it appear unreadable to
everyone except the intended recipient.

The process of changing the message from readable to unreadable
is called Encryption. This process often requires using something
called a Encryption Key.

Somehow the intended recipient must read the message. They will
have to perform a Decryption before the message will be
readable. So Decryption is the process of changing from
unreadable back to readable. This process is designed to use
something called a Decryption Key.



Long Division Remainder

Definition (Long Division Remainder)

The purpose of Long Division (from Elementary School)

5) 42

is to produce two numbers

5
8 R 2

) 42 .

The first of these numbers, 8, is called the quotient and
WILL NOT BE USED IN MATH 111!

The second of these numbers, 2, is called the remainder and is
SUPER IMPORTANT!



Related Idea: Finding Remainders, Method 1

Here is a procedure for using your calculator to find the remainder

of n) a .

This procedure works when a is not negative.

(1.) Is a less than n? If yes, then STOP! a is the remainder! If no,
go on to the next step.

(2.) Replace a by a− n. Now consider a− n as a new value.

(3.) Is a− n less than n? If yes, then STOP. If not, go back to
step (2.) and subtract n again. In symbols this means now
consider a− n − n = a− 2n now.

Repeat Steps (2.) and (3.) as many times as necessary until
you reach the first value that is less than n.



Drill Time: Remainders from Long Division

Example (Drill Time: Remainders from Long Division)

Get some practice finding remainders. Use your calculator (if you
want).

Find the remainder for 5) 87 .

Find the remainder for 7) 92 .

Find the remainder for 13) 111 .

Find the remainder for 26) 185 .



Related Idea: Finding Remainders, Method 2 (Quick)

Here is a QUICK procedure for finding the remainder of n) a .

This procedure works when a is is not negative.

(1.) Divide a by n. If the result is a whole number without a
decimal then STOP. The remainder is 0!

If the result has a decimal, go to step (2.)

(2.) Remove the number that precedes the decimal. Do this by
subtracting the preceding value in your calculator. This should
give you only a decimal amount.

(3.) Multiply this decimal amount by n. Usually this gives a whole
number (no decimal). Sometimes, because of round-off error,
your calculator gives a decimal number that is really close to a
whole number. Use normal rounding conventions to find the
best whole number (no decimal) b.

The remainder is b!



Drill Time: Quick Remainders from Long Division

Example (Drill Time: Quick Remainders from Long Division)

You should definitely use a calculator to do the following! Try to
use the “Quick” method (Method 2) for finding each remainder.
Check your answers with a neighbor.

Find the remainder for 3) 400 .

Find the remainder for 13) 400 .

Find the remainder for 23) 400 .

Find the remainder for 33) 400 .



Related Idea: Modular Arithmetic

It will be best to use alternate language to talk about remainders.

Definition (Related Idea: Modular Arithmetic)

We say a is equal to b modulo n and write a = b(mod n) or

a(mod n) = b(mod n) to mean that n) a produces a quotient q
(which we ignore) and a remainder b (which we want)

n

q R b

) a .

We write a = 0(mod n) if n divides (no remainder) into a.

We write a = 1(mod n) if n divided into a gives a remainder of 1.

We write a = 2(mod n) if n divided into a gives a remainder of 2.
...

This is a simple mathematical idea to describe but it still takes
some practice. Amazingly, this simple idea is the basis for many
different types of codes, both ancient and modern.



Related Idea: Simplifying Positive Mods, Method 1

Often our code calculations will produce unsimplified modular
arithmetic answers. By simplified we mean that a(mod n) is
written so that a is between 0 and n − 1; in symbols 0 ≤ a < n.

Here is a procedure for simplifying a(mod n) when a is positive.

(1.) Is a less than n? If yes, then STOP! a(mod n) is already
simplified. If no, go on to the next step.

(2.) If a(mod n) is not simplified and a is positive, replace a by
a− n. In symbols this means

a(mod n) = a− n(mod n).

So a− n is the new value for us to consider.

(3.) Is this new value simplified? If yes, then STOP. If not, go
back to step (2.) and subtract n again. In symbols this means

a− n(mod n) = a− 2n(mod n).

Repeat Steps (2.) and (3.) as many times as necessary until
you reach a simplified value.



Drill Time: Simplifying

Example (Drill Time: Simplifying Mods)

Get some practice simplifying the following modular arithmetic!
Use your calculator (if you want).

Simplify 45(mod 26).

Simplify 19(mod 26).

Simplify 37(mod 20).

Simplify 14(mod 16).

Simplify 53(mod 26).

Simplify 100(mod 20).



Related Idea: Simplifying Positives, Method 2 (Quick)

Here is the QUICK procedure for simplifying positive a(mod n)

(1.) If a(mod n) is not simplified, divide a by n. If the result is a
number without a decimal then STOP. a(mod n) simplifies as

0(mod n).

If the result has a decimal, go to step (2.)

(2.) Remove the number that precedes the decimal. Do this by
subtracting the preceding value in your calculator. This should
give you only a decimal amount.

(3.) Multiply this decimal amount by n. Usually this gives an exact
number (no decimal) b. Sometimes, because of round-off
error, your calculator gives a decimal number that is really
close to an exact number. Use normal rounding conventions
to find an exact number (no decimal) b. This is your answer

a = b(mod n).



Drill Time: Quick Simplifying

Example (Drill Time: Quick Simplifying)

You should definitely use a calculator to do the following! Try to
use the “Quick” method (Method 2) for simplifying each. Check
your answers with a neighbor.

Simplify 103(mod 100).

Simplify 103(mod 25).

Simplify 145(mod 26).

Simplify 237(mod 20).

Simplify 353(mod 26).

Simplify 400(mod 20).



Modular Arithmetic Exponent Law 1

Definition (Modular Arithmetic Exponent Law)

Applying exponents in modular arithmetic can be done
before or after simplifying! In symbols this says that

ak(mod n) = (a(mod n))k

for any integer exponent k .

If we apply the exponent after simplifying, we may need to simplify
again!

Example (Modular Arithmetic Exponent Law 1)

Here are a couple of examples that illustrate the above law.

For 62(mod 4) we can calculate that 62(mod 4) = 36(mod 4),
then simplify to find 36(mod 4) = 0.

Or we can use our exponent law first, then simplify:
62(mod 4) = (6(mod 4))2 = (2(mod 4))2 = 4(mod 4) = 0.



Modular Arithmetic Exponent Law 2

Definition (Modular Arithmetic Exponent Law 2)

When an exponent calculation is too big for a calculator to handle
we have to break the process into smaller pieces using the
following exponent law. If ` is a big exponent, then write ` = k + j
for two smaller numbers k and j . We can simplify as

a`(mod n) = ak(mod n) · aj(mod n)

Example (Modular Arithmetic Exponent Law 2)

Here is an example that illustrate the above law.

The calculation 2314(mod 4) can be broken up into smaller
calculations using the fact that 14 = 7 + 7.

Since 237(mod 4) = 3404825447(mod 4) = 3(mod 4) our
exponent law says

2314(mod 4) = 237(mod 4)·237(mod 4) = 3(mod 4)·3(mod 4).



Related Idea: Large # Modular Arithmetic

Example (Large # Modular Arithmetic)

Let’s compute 829(mod 41). Even expensive graphing calculators
will return an answer that is rounded off.

1 We need to find an exponent 8k(mod 41) that our calculator
CAN handle. Smaller calculation we can make (using Method
2) are 89(mod 41) = 5 and 810(mod 41) = 40.

2 Now break up the big exponent into smaller ones using the
previous step. To calculate 829(mod 41), we will think of 29 as

29 = 10 + 10 + 9.

3 The big exponent can be calculated using the pieces from the
previous step. Here it turns out that

829(mod 41) = 810(mod 41) · 810(mod 41) · 89(mod 41).



Drill Time: Exponents 1

Example (Drill Time: Exponents 1)

Use the exponent laws to simplify these. Check your answers with
your neighbor(s)!

If 116(mod 4) = 1, what is 1112(mod 4)?

For 2015(mod 13), what is a good way to break up the
exponent ` = 15?

Suppose 237(mod 4) = 3. Find 2321(mod 4).



Drill Time: Exponents 2

Example (Drill Time: Exponents 2)

Use the exponent laws to simplify these. Check your answers with
your neighbor(s)!

Simplify 72(mod 20).

Use your answer above to QUICKLY find 76(mod 20).

Can you use your two answers above to find 714(mod 20)?


